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THE iNTERRElATION BETWEEN R&D
ANDTECHNOlOGYIMPORTS

The situation in some OfCO countries

This paper was prepared by Dr Lui R d' R(Madrid) and Dr M. Paloma Sanch s po t9uez- omero, Professor ol.the University Carlos 111
presented at the 52nd meeting o~Zther~~~::i~t the Auto.no~?us Unlversity 01 r-¿adrid. It was
November 1989 in the context 01 a For O' ee. far SClentlllc and Technologlcal Policy in
publication. um IScusslon, and has subsequently been revised lor
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SUMMARY

Domestic R&D and imports of fbreign technology through various channels
are different ways of accomplishing technical change for a country. The object
of this paper is to show how some OECD countries balance both, and to
underline that the acquisition of foreign technology and its diffusion throughout
a country do not give rise to real transfers of know-how, and therefore to stable
technological development, unless accompanied by a reasonably high level of
domestíc R&D. lf this is the case, although diffusion policy measures have to be
implemented, the encouragement of business R&D should not be neglected.
The Spanish case i1iustrates a very unbalanced situation, where too many
resources have been devoted to importing foreign technology to the detriment
of R&D effort. A conceptual and statistical analysis is made, showing the
scarcity of detailed sectoral indicators useful for international eomparisons.

!. INTRODUCTION

Although both R&D and transfer of technology aetivities have been dealt
with extensively in the past, there are not many studies of their inter-relations.
The aim of this paper is to explore the topie and data for some OECD countries.
These data show major differences among OECD countries and suggest that
policy approaches and measures should be taken according to national
circumstances.

Some of the points made in earlier work are appropriate to introduce our
discussion. These are1:

a) There is usually a distinction between i} creation and development of
new technology; and ii) diffusion of this technology within a country and
between countries2. Diffusion is sometimes considered the logical con
sequence of creation and development but this is not always true. They
are governed by different factors and the policy measures to
encourage them are usually different.
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b) The creation anddevelopment of new technology, and the production
of innovations, is crucial if an industry or a country aims to be a leader
in its field. The adoption of already developed technologíes means
assuming the role of follower in the technologieal process. But for the
individual firm or country both creation and adoption give rise to tech
nologicai change.

e) The creation of technology has a positive impact on competítion; how
on economie activity is greater if widespread

díffusion place. lnadequate diffusíon could be one of the reasons
for the productívity paradox discussed in an International Seminar held
at the OECD, in June 1989 and partly published in STf Review Nos 7
and 8. The pervasive effect of diffusion Is, for example, very c1ear in the
case of information technology. However, there is not enough empirical
evidence regarding technologieal diffusion itself, nor accurate mea
sures of its effects on economic actívity.

d) We have a widely accepted indicator for the creation of technology
- R&O resources - although we are increasingly aware of its shortcom
ings3 . The same cannot be said for diffusion. The rate of investment
determines the incorporation of technology in the production process,
but that incorporation can follow several paths: including, in machinery
and equipment (embodied technology) or licensing and technical assis
tance (disembodied technology) and other kinds of intangible invest
ments. A proxy for international diffusion of the former could be the
trade in high teehnology products, and for the latter international tech
nological payments. There are few of these indicators at domestic
level, and fewer still at international level and for diffusion of disem
bodied technology. There are many methodological problems to over
come at ínternational level before comparable data can be collected.

Given this situatíon, scientific policy to support R&D is understood as a
means of increasing ereation and development of technology, while other mea
sures sueh as promoting technologieal trade are supposed to increase domes
tic diffusion and applicatíon of foreign technology.

No country ean opt for creation or diffusion exclusively. To rely only on
domestically produced technology is not rational or feasible, but to concentrate
mainly on diffusion and use of foreign technology leads to technological depen
dence. An adequate balance between them, both on a sectoral and global
basis, should be achieved. The emphasis recently put on diffusion, the need to
promote it and establish public aid to encourage it, could lead small or less
developed countries to relax their R&D effort with a risk of increasing their
technological gap. This stance is appealing as the R&D budget can be reas-
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signed to other seemingly more urgent needs, but it will obviously prejudice
future technological development.

One key point regarding diffusion is that this process inv?lves. fal" more
than the simple introduction of new machinery or simplepatent Iicenslng. Re~r
ganising factory work and materials flow may be needed together wlth
improved management practices and additional training for the labour. force. If
disembodied technology is to be introduced, more labour force skllls (a.lso
important for applying domestic R&D), are also necessary, and efforts to aSSlm
ilate and eventually improve the technology may have to be made. Furthermore
bought-in technology must be adapted to the characteristics of the company
and the market it is supplying.

Changes to achieve real transfer of know-how may be the respon~ibility of
the R&D department or other departments within the company. Th~ asslgnment
of such activities is a question ofinternal organisation that vanes from one
company to another. Nevertheless, it is more than a conceptual problem. If
there is a R&D laboratory, it indicates that the fjrm carries out research. on a
regular basis, and the diffusion process is more Iikely to be compl~te wlth aH
complementary steps taking place. Furthermore, the mere eXlstence of
research enables the company to know its technological needs better and the
bought-in technology will probably complement existing technology, or technol
ogy being developed. In other words, the greater knowledge the company has
implies a decreasing uncertainty when dealing with technologi?~1 mar~ets, and
it will be in a better position to judge what it wants and what It IS paymg foro

If this is true, policy measures to encourage industrial R&D should also
increase diffusion. Moreover, if an adequate level of industrial R&D does not
exist effective domestic diffusíon and real transfers of techno!ogy will hardly
take 'place. In this case the technologicallevel of the company will be based on
outside technology, creating never-ending dependence. This argument may be
extended to apply to the whole country.

11. METHODOLOGICAL AND STATISTICAL PROBLEMS

The main methodological and statistical problems in measuring the inter
action between R&D and technology imports are due to the lack of satisfactory
comparable indicators.
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Research and Deveiopment

As is well known there are many conceptual difficultjes in measuring R&D.
The revision of the "Frascati Manual" (Propased Standard Practíce of Surveys
of Research and Experimental Development, 1980) will probably help. Two
points can be stressed here. First, companies should use the same methods to
measure R&D, because at present there are enormous discrepancies in the

Quite often tax considerations influence these
obviously introduce disturbances for purposes of com

parison. Second, there is a need for in-depth conceptualstudy of these essen
tial activities. Real diffusion of bought-in technology, both embodjed and disem
bodied, does not take place wjthout R&D activities. There should be a clearly
distinguishable line between what is R&D and what is not, in order to measure
the research effort and ultimately define policy measures betíer.

Diffusion

Some of the problems concerning diffusion indicators are:

Definitían af High Technalagy Products

The definition of high technology products is usually based on the amount
of R&D which g08S into a particular product compared with sales or valu8
added, but there are problems of interpretation4 . No matter how large the
original amount of R&D, it can be bought from outside the firmo That is, firms
can be producing a high technology product without making any R&D effort at
all. This is, for instance, the situation in some Spanish industries, which have
increased their exports of high technology products in recent years, but in large
part this has been due to the import of disembodied technology.

Technologícal Balance of Payments

There are many conceptual problems in defining the scope of the techno
logical balance of payments (TBP). In many countries the data differ according
to the source of information. Large discrepancies are noted between informa
tion obtained from a questionnaire, andinformation received from a state
department, such as the Central Bank, the Exchange Control Department or
industry authorities.

Another difficulty when using T8P data is that the sectoral classification is
often different from the one used for R&D statistics. Thus, comparable sectoral
analysis becomes a hard task. Furthermore although R&D-intensive sectors
and technologyimport-intensive sectors may coincide, this does not necessa
rily mean that the technological activities complement each other at company
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111. DOMESTIC R&D AND FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY TRANSACTIONS IN
SOME OECD COUNTRIES
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and they refer mainly to 19866 . Apart from some chronological disparities, two
basic and unavoidable deficienciesin these data should be kept in mind, with
potential effects on the results obtained:

a) In mostcountries, BERD and technoiogy transaction data are collected
by two dífferent and independent organisations, resulting in a large
number of sectoral and methodological discrepancies which demand
manipulation of data to make them comparable nationally;
Int'éttratiohaJ,dísaglgr€lga.ted comparisons requíre further data manipu
lation, mainly of BERD data which are usually more disaggregated
than technology transaction data.

The final result is that for some countries included in our analysis totals
obtained through sectoral aggregationof the data differ slightly from national
totals derived from the OECD Main Science and Technofogy fndicators (M8TI).
In these cases, we have used the M8TI data fer global analysis, and the
sectoral data provided directly by OECD for disaggregated presentations.

Table 1 shows the total payments and receipts, the derived technological
transaction balance and BERD for the nine countries included in our sample. In
the year studied, only the US and Sweden show a surplus in their international
technological transactions. There is a deficit for the other countries. The coeffi
cient payments/receipts shows the diverse deficit intensity in each country. At
the upper end of the scale are Spain and Australia, where technology imports
are respectively 315 per cent and 160 per cent larger than technology exports.
At the lower end are France, Canada and Japan where technology imports
represent only 20 to 30 per cent more than technology exports. In an intermedi
ate position are Germany and Italy with technology imports almost double
technology exports.

If we compare the results obtained here with those derived from a previous
OECO study for 19787 the dynamic aspects of the relationship between pay
ments and receipts can be appreciated and this suggests that suitable policies
can improve this relationship. As can be seen by comparing the last two
columns in Table 1, the most remarkable case is the improvement of Italy,
decreasing its foreign dependence. Japan, Germany and Spain follow the
same trend with a lower intensity, while the two least dependent countries in
1978, the US and France, increasedtheir dependence.

However, payments and receípts derived from foreign transactíons only
provide a Iimited picture of domestic technologlcal capacity. As a second
dimension, Table 1 presents the technology payments/BERD coefficient with
the aim of capturing the relative use of domestic and foreign sources of techno
logical change. The technology payments/BERD coefficient (column 5, Table 1)

As it has been said, domestic R&D and internationat technology are not
exclusive alternatives for a gíven country. AII countries use a mix of research
activities and technology imports to achieve technologícal change and only
differ in their relative use of one or the other. Simitarly technology exports and
imports are often concentrated in the same economic activities - or even in the
same fírm - but their relative balance is important in determining long-term
outcomes.

Two different national indicators are commonly used for R&D. One ls
business enterprise expenditure on R&D (BERD) and the other is gross domes
tic expenditure on R&D (GERD). As one of the main objects of this paper was
to compare the technological effort of different economic sectors, the first
indicator seemed more suitable and is used in Tables 1 to 4. However in order
to give a more complete picture, Figure 1 and Table 5 show relative weights of
R&D, payments for technology imports in TBP and imports of high technology
products. As the breakdown by sectors of the tatter was not available, a global
comparison could only be made and GERq was used.

The comparison between business enterprise R&D expenditure (BERD),
technology payments and techno1ogy receipts in some OECD countries con
tributes to understanding the complementarity between them and gives an idea
of the diversity between countries. Thedata used in this comparison were
provided by the Directorate for Science, Technology and Industry of the OECD

payments for R&D abroad5 are included in the techno!ogical
h<>l<>n/~'" 6f a c1ear statistical differentiation of such payments should
bemade. The effect on its technological level of research expenditure outside
the country contracted and performed for national firms differs greatly from
other technological payments. Therefore, although included in TBP it is impor
tant for analytical purposes to distinguish these two.

"l!.!> JI3VEll.!1VYí1ltlirrápallti(~úl¡ar:se(~tolcompaníes may produce their own technology,

I
r~lill~ll¡~I~~~f~;~~ technology from outside, and others may

Therefore, a further breakdown is needed to get
al50 be useful to have reliable indicators on the

develop new technology and the share devoted to
This latter refers to R&D actívities needed for
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PaymenVBERD <y PaymenUBERD >y

US France
Japan Canada

Sweden
A B

Germany Italy
Spain

Australia
C O

Tabie 2

Grouping countries by domestic R&D and forelgn technology transactions

x: Arilhmetic mean; y': Weíghteá mean
Source: Derived from Table 1.

PaYf!1ents/receipls
>x

PaYf!1entslreceipts
<x
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e) Group B represent one of two possible intermediate cases, presenting
a strong technology export capacity jointly with a large contribution of
technological imports compared with domestic R&D.

d) Finally, group e is an example of countries with a larger than average
deficit in their technological transactions but strong domestic R&D.

The variation at international level regarding the balance of R&O and
technological transactions is also reflected at national level, and shows a wide
variety of sectoral situations (see Appendix 1). The highest and lowest values
of the two coefficients used are shown in Tables 3 and 4, showing sorne
similarities across countries together with majar differences between them.

Transport equipment is the activity with the lowest technology payments/
BERD ratio across countries. The strong domestic technofogical eapacity and
the absence of foreign technologíeal transfers through Iícensing and simílar
transactions jn this sector is reflected in low ratios of technology payments/
BERD.

Differences between countries are however very noticeable, as five differ
ent sectors occupy the weakest position with the highest technological pay
ments/BERD ratios. Three countries(Canada, US and France) have the
machinery sector in this position, as do Germany, Spain and Australia with the
chemical linked group. Differences in sectoral specialisation are also clear with
respeet to technologieal transaction balances as almost all sectors appear on
both sides of Table 4, with both relatively high and relatively low technology
payments/receipts raUos.

BERD
Paymentsl Payments! paymenVreceipt

BERD recelpts 197B
IC. Antonelli)

19 701.00 12694.00 80629.00 0.087 0.356 0104
490.42 -467.86 44 895.83 0.044 1.314 1.574
615.31 -592.51 1231701 0.098 1.963 2.251

1138.24 -23059 9595.82 0.143 1203 1.080
638.35 -539.99 6000.67 0196 1846 5.132
42518 -115.83 2753.96 0196 1.272
178.46 -562.82 78785 0.941 4.154 5.530
149.37 97.95 3217.82 0.016 0344
70.93 -113.87 792.67 0.233 2.605

0.088 0.583

0.255 1.639

shows that, in general, foreign technology payments represent only asma!!
share of domestic R&D effort. Spain is the exception as the amount of
resources devoted to BERD is very similar to foreign technology import pay
ments. The most domestically oriented countries, Japan and Sweden, devote
less than 5 per cent of their R&D expenses to technology imports while in ltaly,
France and Australia this elimbs to more than 15 per cent. Germany and the US
appear as intermediate cases with import payments of less than 10 per cent of
BERD.

Combining the two dimensions considered, we can classify our sample of
countries into four groups according to domestic BERD and foreign technologi-
cal transactions (Table 2): '

a) In group A three countries appear with a very favourable technological
balance and marginal foreign teehnological imports in relation to their
domestic R&D effort. The presencE? ofJapan in tliis group should be
underlined as it historically relied on foreign technology imports, but
this situation has dramatically changed.

b) In contrast, there are three countries in' group D with a large deficit in
technological transaetions and very heavy foreign technology imports
as a source of teehnologicaf change.

Source: Da!a f10m OECD and Antonelli. C.. p. 4 (see Note 7). The data provided by ÜECD were mos! recent year avaiiable.

Weighled mean

Arithmelic meall



Figure 1 and Table 5 show the relative shares of the total of gross domes-
tic expenditure on R&D, payments in TBP and imports of high technology
products, The data refer to 1985 and 1986,and are all from OECD sources. The
situation of the United States clearly differs from the rest. R&D expenditures
represent around 70 per cent of total expeQditures on these three groups!
~ much more than the others - while imports of high technology products was
the smallest, 26 per cent. US payments on TBP are similar to the mean (4 per
cent). In Japan bought-in disembodied technology(technology payments) is

Table 4

Technology lransaclions balance in manulacluring

Table 3

Domeslic R&D capacity in relalion lo lechnology imports in manufacturíng
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Figure 1, Investments for technological development: 1985

c:=J ,:",-0 R&D, ._ % payments c=:=:::J Q/Q imports of high ~ Investments fortechnological
expendlture in TBP technology products deve!opmenl as "'lo ,of gross

fixed capital formatlOn
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Source: Sanchez, M.P. (see Note 8).

negligible with only 1.4-1,6 per cent of total expenditures. France, Germany,
Greece, Itafy and the United Kingdom are very similar to each other, with R&D
expenditures around 45 per cent of the total, hígh-technology imports of the
same magnitude and technology payments between 3 and 4 per cent The
difference from the previously used data, where for instance Italy showed a
much weaker position, can be partly attributed to the use of total R&D figures,
The diserepancy reflects the weight of public expenditure on R&D in relation to
companyexpenditure.

In the Netherlands the high relative weight of both imports of embodied
(high technology products) and disembodied technology is remarkable, In
Portugal, R&D expenditure is of less importance than in other countries, while

;1

1

1
1

0,275
2,399
4.429
4543
5,879
6,774

15.246
1,000

35,500

0039 .
0,051
0289
0,564
4,045
0.529
1.603
0,063
0,482

Payments/
recelpts

Payment&l
BERD

Machinery group
Eleclrical group
Chemicallinked group
Machinery group
Other manufacturing
Machinery group
Chemicallinked group
Chemical group
Ghemical linked group

WeaKest domestic capacity

0,001
0,036
0.003
0,019
0,017
0,075
0,435
0001
0280

Paym€nts!
BERD

Transport equipmenl
Other manufacturing
Transport equipment
Transport equipment
Transport equipment
Transpolt equipment
Machinery group
Transport equipment
Transport equipmenl

Slrong€st domeslic capaci!}'

(1986)
(1987)
(1985)
(1986)
(1988)
(1986)
(1986)
(1987)
(1986)

Best pertormanG€
Payments! Worst pertormance

r€ceiplS

US (1986) Chemical línked group 0,025 Machínery group

Japan (1987) Transport equipment 0,991 Machinery group

Germany (1985) Transport equipment 0.115 Basic metal group

France (1986) Ghemical linked group 0,767 Electrical group

ltaly (1988) Chemical linked group 0.547 Machinery group

Ganada (1986) Electrical group 0,625 Chemical group

Spain (1986) Olher manulacturing 2,206 Chemical linlled group

Sweden (1987) Electrical group 0,079 Other manulacturíng

Australia (1986) Machinery group 2371 Transport equipment

Source: Deríved from Appendix 1

Source: Derived from Appendlx 1.

US
Japan
Germany
France
Italy
Canada
Spain
Sweden
Australia
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IV. THE SPANISH CASE: A MORE DETAILED ANALYSIS

Seclor Snare 01 total Seclor Sl1are 01 iolal Sedor Share 01 talal

1. Motor vehicles (including 35.1 Setvice companies 24.5 Chemical industry 16.7
parts and accessories)

2. Chemical induslry 9.8 Building & construction 93 Molor ven'lcies (including 11.7
parts and accessories)

3. Setvice companies 78 Inslrumenl engineering 5.6 Othel transpon equipmenl 10.9

CR3 52.7 394 39.3

4 Office machinery and data 7.5 EieCtrical engineering 50 Electronic equipmenl 99
processlng macninery

5. Eleclronic equípmenl 3.2 Chemical Industry 4.3 Setvice companies 6.1

CR5 63.4 48.7 553
CR10 78.3 66.2 77.3

Spain relies heavily on boughHn technology and a more detailed analysis
therefore seems appropriate to determine more precisely the relationship
between foreign and domestic technological activities. As more disaggregated
data are available for Spain, more detailed analysis on the eoncentration of
payments, receipts and R&D expenditure and the way they complement or
§üI)sIítUtééachóthél'cah bemade. Moreover, the use of detailed information
provided by the National Institute of Statistics has enabled us to identify the
contribution to total payments and receipts of firms undertaking R&D activities.
Finally, the size distributíon at a sectoral level allows an initial study of the
different strategies used by firms of different size.

One of the most striking characteristics of the sectoral breakdown - 63
sectors are studied - is the high level of concentration of both R&D and foreign
technological transactions in a small number of sectors. Table 6 shows the fírst
five positions for each of the variables. The percentage columns show the
respective coneentration ratlos (CR). The tlrst three sectors (CR3) represent
around 40 per cent of national receipts and BERD, and over 50 per cent of
technology payments. The l1igh level of concentration is maintained tor CR5

SERD
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Reeeipts

Table 6

Spanish secloral concentralion 01 lechnology expendilures, 1986

Percentage

Payments

Soulce: Dala from Nallonallns!itute 01 Sla!istlcs and FOIeign Transaclions Direelorate, Spain.

the import of high technology produets has greater importane~, Sp~in presents
a very different picture, showing low R&D effort ,and a .falrly hlgh. level of
technology payments. These payments, ~ogether wlth the !mport of ~Igh tech
nology products, permit a relatively high technologic~llevel of dome~t!c produc
tion, whieh has a positive effect on inereasing.Spanlsh exports of hl.gh technol
ogy products9• Technological protectionism i~ thus ~ount.erproductlve, ~ut the
R&D position is still very weak and technologlcal poltcy wllI have to contlnue
encourage the domestic researeh effort.

52.

Table 5

Setecled inveslmenls lor lechnological developmenl

Impcrts of high tecnnology
R&D' TBP Paymenls' produetsb Total

Value o'
Value % Value % lO

(1985) 105914 47.2 9556 4.3 108802 48.5 224272
France

4.2 101 282 45.2 224028
(1986) 113260 50.6 9486

3.1 61722 53.7 114792
Germany (1985) 49519 43.1 3551

(1986) 51 870 43.1 4159 3.5 64.329 53.4 120358

(1985) 15600 505 1 124 36 14133 458 30857
Greece

(1986) 18331 47.9 1410 3.7 18489 48.4 38230

(1985) 9132 420 1042 4.8 11 574 53.2 1748
Italy

(1986) 10189 44.0 1 056 4.6 11906 51.4 23151

(1985) 8890 48.2 293 1.6 9245 502 18428
Japan

(1986) 9193 49.4 260 1.4 9172 49.2 18625

Netnerlands (1985) 8748 286 2285 7.5 19509 63.9 30542

(1986) 9533 30.0 2285' 7.2 19908 62.7 31726

portugal (1985) 11 308' 11.2 5682 5.6 83671 831 100661

(1986) 19868 17.6 5682' 5.0 87442 77.4 112992

(1985) 148 286 103 19.9 226 51.5 517
Spain 284 49.1 579

(1986) 190 32.8 105 18.1

United Kingdom (1985) 8078 45.0 534 30 9347 52.0 17959

(1986) 8904 45.3 619 3.1 10154 51.6 19677

United Slates (1985) 110 095 705 6215 4.0 39799 25.5 156109

(1986) 114705 69.4 7007 4.2 43464 26.3 165176

a) OECD, Gross dcmestic expendilureS on R&D. Main Seience and Technology Indlcarors, 1982·88.

b) OECD, Trade Slatislics, 1974·1986.
c) 1985 dala.
d) 1984 dala.
Note: Dala in millians 01 nalianal currency. Data lar Italy, Japan ano Spaln in illilions 01 nalional curreney.
SouJce: Sanehez, M.P. (see Note 8).

....



Table 7

Correlations between technological activities of
Spani sh industry, 1986
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involved in these activities are quite mature. For this analysis structural and
competitive factors such as firm size and foreign capital penetration need to be
taken into consideration.

The same appliesto the relative strength of domestic R&D and technology
imports in some sectors. As extreme cases of net technology importers with
very weak domestic BERD, there are two traditional aetivities - textile and other
rr~~~f~~t~~i~9in9ustries t?gether with the nuclear fuel industry. Once again
thefactors detérmjning these results lie in the market structure and the eco-

. nomic behaviour of the firms involved. For example, the two traditional indus
tries show a very large dispersion with respect to firm size, reflecting a long
protectionist periodo There are a few very large companies with either foreign
capital or technological links and a large number of small ones with hardly any
kind of technological expenditure. On the opposite side is the "other transport
equípment sector". It shows intensive R&D activities and very low foreign
technology payments. This situation is due to publ1c íntervention sinee the
1960s in the two main activities included in this group: shipbuilding and aircraft
manufacturing. Public aid has contributed to generating a fairly high domestíc
technological capacity.

The sectoral distribution of the two coeffícients shown in Figure 2 allows us
to ínfer some similarities but also some discrepancies between activities. They
also revea! a complex set of situations and strategies which requires a more
detailed and disaggregated treatment, almost on a case by case basis. The
c1earest similarity appears between nuclear fuel and motor vehicles. They both
have a high deficit in their technological transactions and a weak R&D effort
compared to their technological payments.

Table 8 shows the different sectoral patterns in the same way as in Table 2
by classifying each activity according to technology paymentlBERD and pay
mentlreceipt coefficients. Once again group A is formed by those activities with
a better domestíc technological position in relative terms, a lower technological
payments deficit and stronger domestic R&D. It includes very dynamic sectors,
at international standard, together with more traditional ones. Examp!es of the
former are electrical engineering and electronic equipment. Group D represents
the opposite case, with the technologícally weakest sectors. Apart from motor
vehicles and nuclear fuel, a great variety of other activities may also be found
there, such us food and textile industries, and office machinery and data
processing. Finally, groups 8 and C, as intermediate cases, are characterised
by the good performance of one of the two coefficients.

Once the complex set of sectoral situations is considered, a further step
can be taken to analyse the different strategic approaches within each sector.
The hypothesis is very simple: diverse combinations of foreign transactions and

0.62

0.35

BERD

0.13

Receipls

Source: Author's calculationso

Paymenls

Receipts

The large range of sectoral differences appears once again when
ering the coefficients of technological payments/recei~ts a~d pay~ents/BERD.
As Figure 2 shows, there are many different sectoral sltua~lons, w!th some..
clear outliers devíating from the industry mean· The relatlve sectaral def¡clt
especíally marked in the nuclear fuel industry, production and .
processing of metals, and motor vehicles. The two jast cases requlre an
depth analysis before detailed conclusions can be drawn, as the
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and CRi0 with only the order of variables changing slightly. The C~i0 shows
a high lev~1 of concentration of all technological activi~ies, t~us lending suppo.rt
to those who call for a discriminating, sector-speclflc pollcy approach. Thls 00,

argument is also backed up by the similarity among s~ctor~ with highest rank
ings. Sectors with high BERO are often sec~ors Wlt~ hlgh payments (four
cases), while on the contrary, sectors with hlgh recelpts appear to have a
weaker relation wíth the other two variables.

However, the high degree of concentratíon of technological activitie~ .i~ a
few sectors does not mean that a strong correlation between these actlvltles
can be ínferred for the whole economy. In the Spanish manufacturing sector,
which comprises most technological activities, the strongest relati.onship is
between payments and BERD (correlation coefficient 0.62) suggestmg a ~er

tain degree of balance between these two ways of achiev.íng technolog¡cal
change (Table 7). Surprisingly, domestic R&D and tec~nologlcal ex~orts sh?w
a weaker relation (correlation coefficient 0.35) and thls pos~s ~n I~teresttng
question about the origín of the exported knowledge. Questlonmg tncrea~es

when looking at the even weaker correlation (0.13) between technolog~cal
exports and the alternative channel for technological change: technojoglcal

imports.
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Table 9

Spanlsh firms with R&D and technology imports, 1986

Firms with R&D acuvities Firms with R&O and lechnology imports

EmpJoyment Expend~ure Pereenlage ollirms R&O expenditure Percenlage ollotai
Number

1m. Ptas)
Number

with R&O (m. Ptas) R&O

0-24 210 5065.3 25 11.9 919.7 18.2
25-49 110 4782.6 25 22.7 1 791.0 37.4
50- 99 131 4853.0 40 30.5 1734.7 35.7

100-249 202 9997.4 74 36.6 5410.2 54.1
250-499 156 13053.9 94 60.2 10 339.3 79.2
500-999 93 11 826.2 66 71.0 10107.2 85.5
> 1 000 119 60759.8 100 840 54755.6 90.1

Total 1021 110338.2 424 415 85057.8 77.i

Source: Data from National Institute oj Slalislics, Spain.

domestíc activities are feasible at alllevels. This diversity of behaviour can be
found within a given sector, where coexisting firms apply different technological
strategies.

The impacts of size differences between firms can be analysed with data
from the Nationallnstitute of Statistlcs (INE) and the Industrial and Technologi
cal Development Centre (CDTI). Table 9 shows the share of R&D-performing
firms and R&D expenditure undertaken by units with both research and techno

aFihipbrts.Théshareof firms combining both increases steadily with firm
rising from 12 per cent in firms with fewer than 25 employees to 84 per
in those with more than 1 000 employees. The share of total R&D carried

by these fírms also increases according to their size and is always larger
than the share of firms, indicating greater R&D expenditure per unit.

This trend is quite consistent at sectorallevel, as Table 10 shows. Applying
statistical tests to compare the mean of the different groups, the results
obtained confirm the hypothesis of a higher percentage of firms undertaking
R&D and technologlcal imports as firm size íncreases10. The differences are
significant at 95 per cent or 90 per cent in most cases, the sole exception being
0-49 employees/50-99 employees and 100-499 employees/ >500 employees,
which can be interpreted as a delimitation problem.
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Table 8

Sectoral grouping by domestíc R&D and foreign technology transactions, 1986

x: Payments/BERO induslry weighled mean. y: PaymemslBERD industry weighled mean.
SoUfC€: Derivad from Appendix 2. Sectoral numberlng as in Appendlx 2.
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PaYl!:lents/receipts
>x

PaYl!:lents/receipts
<x

Figure 2. loternational techoologí~altraosactio~sand business expenditures
00 R&D by IOdustry: SpalO 1986
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Induslry Code (see Appendix 2 lor delails)
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<50 1 2 3 3 1 4 3 t O
50-250

o 13 17 6 17 6 7 4
1 5 O o O 4 i

2

1 O 5 20 4 1 12
251-500 2 6

9 5 2 2
O o 3 4 1 O o 4 13 1 1 12

>500 8 7 2 o 4
3 3 o 1

G 5 1 1 8 7 2 O 4 6 5 1

n.a. = Nol available.
1, Percentage 01 turnol'er devoled lo R&O.
Sauree: CDTt.

- As expected, firms without payments tend to develop new technology
more than.the others. The firms that import disembodied technolo
devote a hlgher percentage of R&D to assimilate i1. This is true for ~f¡
groups except.firms with more than 500 employees, but in this rou
only 3 companle~ o~t.of 20 do not import technology, making the s~mpf~
too sma!l to be significan!.

Crealion (C) versus adaplalion (Al
01 tecl1nology

Firms without paymentSln TBP

R&D lntensily
R&D 1m technology creation (C)

versus adaptalion (A)

Firms with payments in TBP
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R&D inlensily'

Table 12. Technology activities in Spanish firms, 1986

< 1'% 1-10% > 10% n,a 100% < 50% >50% 100% n.a.(el (A) (A) (A) < 1% 1-10% > 10% n.a. 100% < 50% > 50
0

/D 100% n.a.
(C) (A) (A) (A)

Table 11

TechnoJogy activities in Spanish firms, 1986

Number
Number 01 fjrms R&O (percenlage 01 lumover)

R&O lor technology creatloo (C)

Employmen! ollirms (%) wlth TBP
8/A versus adaptation (A)

(A) payments
(%1

< 1 1-10 > 10 n.a.
100% <50% > 50% 100%

(8) (e) (A) (A) (A)
n.a

<50 45 35.2 9 20 1 15 20
50-250 36

9 18 10 10 5 2
281 6 16 6 25 4 1 12 13

251-500 27 21.1 8
6 3 2

30 6 19 1 1 15
) 500 20 15.6 17 85

7 4 o 1
9 9 2 o 4 7 6 1 2

Total 128 100 40 31.3

n.a. = No! available.
Source: Industrial ann Technological Developmenl Centre (CDTI)

Employment
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Table 10

R&D activities of technology importing flrms, 5pain 1986

Finally, ínformatíon on the aims of R&D - the proportion of R&D going
create new technology compared with the proportion to assimilate tec:hnolc)qv
from outside the firm - is presented in Tables 11 and 12. The data come from
survey by the CDTI of firms that do research on a regular basis, and prclvic!e >1'
information difficult to obtain from the usual statistics. However the
unlike those in Tables 6 to 10, cannot be applied to all Spanish firms. ,-,,,ve "',

again the anaiysis takes into consideration the size of firms by number
employees11. The conclusions that can be drawn are:

~ The number of firms that import technology increases proportionally
size. 85 per cent of the biggest ones make payments abroad while
16 or 20 per cent of the two smallest groups do so.
Smalter firms show a higher R&D intensity, in terms of the percentage

their turnover devoted to R&D.
_ Smaller firms also show a greater tendency to devote more

expenditures to develop new technology than to assimilate outside·',ili

technology.
_ Firms without payments are more· R&D intensive which suggests a cer-,»l

tain concentration in their technology strategies. But in all groups thl"¡rf! i.1
are some firms without payments that devote part of their R&D effort
assimilating imported technology. This is probably because they ::lreiA
acquiring embodied technoiogy· and they invest in assimilating

adapting it.

Agriculture 42.2 100.0 100.0

Mining 71.8 100.0 60.6 100.0

Electrical group 15.2 35.3 70.0 97.6

Chem'lcal group 39.3 354 789 90.4

Transport 35.5 0.8 85.0 97.3

Basie metal group 203 81.4 43.6 58.3

Machinery graup 12.8 27.5 54.7 44.7

Chemical linked group 28.0 28.7 45.3 96.4

Olher manufacturing 80.3 15.5 58.5 99.1

77.8 91.1



V. CONCLUSIONS

AII countries use both domestic R&D and foreign. technological transac
tions to achieve technological change. However, there are Glear difference
between their use of each that reflect their domestic technological capaci
These differences also apply at a sectoral level within particular countries
suggesting diverse patterns of technological specialisation and capacities.

The analysis for Spain shows a very unbalanced situation between R&.
activities and imports of disembodied technology. As in other countries therei
a high degree of concentration of technological activities in a few companie
and sectors. However, there is no solid evidence to infer the existence
complementary R&D and technology import activities at firm level in all <::'Ar'tl'"'lr<>

Firm technological activities and strategies in every major sector would need
more in-depth study to establish the pattern of technological activities.

The situation described for Spain may also apply to other small or
developed countries. In such cases, although diffusion policy measures have
be implemented, business R&D should also be encouraged. Nevertheless
entific and technological policy must take note of the sectoral diversity
strategic differences of the firms involved.

An effort should be made to improve technological indicators in order
allow national analysis and international comparisons.

Three policy considerations appear particularly important:

a) The need for a baiance between domestic R&D and import of f ....,"';nn

technology. While some countries may be reluctant to consider such
balance as an objective, others have underlined its existence, nOltablvi
in more developed countries. However, this balance may not be
objective by itself but the result of scíentific and technological
actions;

b) The characteristics of imported technology should be taken into con
sideratíon when defíníng R&D priorities. Although this ís not often
into practice, the appro,ach has been widely canvassed. There is
growing consensus that R&D performance is a sine qua non
for the efficient use of foreign technology;

e) The different perceptíon of the desirable balance between
imported technology in small and Jarge countríes~ Although the size
the country may not be the most important factor, the size of
market that a particular economy is ~upplyíng and the tec:hnolclqic:aLiicYI
level achieved are considered important determinants of this h",l"'nl~o.··.•
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Appendix 1

Technology paymenlslReceipls

lIaly Canada Spain Sweden Australia
(i986) (1987) (1985) (i986) (1988)

0.000 6.559 1.601 0.000 0.877 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 3538 0.000 10.573 0.000 0000
3.652 4.543 2.961 0.625 5.291 0.079 12.763
0.967 1.261 3532 6.774 4.092 0359 8.597

equipment 0.115 0.960 0.677 0.000 8.357 0.857 35.500
metal group 4.429 1.1 19 0.000 0.000 6.214 0800 11.417

group 1.358 1.453 5.879 1.586 2.433 0.419 2.371
linked group 3.627 0.767 0.547 0.000 15.246 0462 0.000

Qther manufacturing 2.000 1.688 5.097 2.179 2.206 1.000 27.500
Services 5800 0.332 3.095 0.835 1.495 0.843 0670

Technology paymentslBERD

us Japan Gel1l1any France Italy Canada Spain Sweden Australia
(1986) (1987) (1985) (1986) (1988) (1986) (1984) (1987) (i986)

Electrical group 0.005 0.051 0.120 0.054 0.102 0.177 1.071 0.007 0282
Chemleal group 0.006 0.038 0.087 0.168 0.201 0.368 0.843 0.063 0.448
Transport equipment 0.001 0.050 0.003 0019 0.017 0.075 1.236 0.001 0.280
Basie metal group 0.012 0.049 0.037 0.210 0.000 0.000 0.763 0.009 0.157
Machinery group 0.039 0.045 0.044 0564 0.641 0.529 0.435 0.008 0.124
Chemieal linked group 0.007 0.042 0.289 0.287 1.282 0.000 1.603 0022 0482
ülher manulaeturing 0.000 0.036 0.066 0.343 4.045 0430 1.001 0.009 0.375
Services 0.088 0.044 0.081 0.143 0.210 0.218 1.265 0.016 0233

Notes: USe Minin9 is ineluded in SaNiees.
Japan: Agrieu/lure not disciosed lor eonlidenliai reasons; Eleelricai group includes oftiee maehinery and computer; Ut,lilies are included in olher
manulaeluri~g group
Germany; Electrical group ineludes office maehinery and computer; Textl!es and Clolhing are ineluded In other manulaclurin9 91ouP.
Franee: Mining is ineluded in ehemical group.
Italy: Mini~g includes petroleum refineries, ferlOus melals. non-ferrous melals and stone, elay and glass
Canada: Chemical group includes ehemlcallinKed group; SaNiees inelude agricull",e and mining.
Sweden: Rubber and p!aslic is included i~ chemieal group; Servicas Include agricultme.
Australia: Sarvices include mining

SDurce: Aulhor's calculations
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DF = 16
1=3.W

DF = 18
1= 2.00b

DF = 14
t = 0.84'

DF = 17
t = 3.29b

DF = 14
t = 1.64'

50--99

DF ~ 16
t = 0.74'

>500

DF: Oegrea8 oí treedom approximaled using Brownley, KA (1965), Statlstical Theory and Methodology in Science and fngíneeríng, Wil€y

Sons, New York. For !he case ¡hal popula!ion varianC€s are not assumed lo be equaL

a) No! significant
b) 1value signilican! al 95%.

e) 1value significanl al 90%.

100-499

50-99

0-49

0-49

Slatistieal resulls: eomparison of group size
10. -::::::=-- ~~--

- 100-499 > 500

The criterla of the number of employees is, in our opinion, the least adequale of all

11. criteria for technoiogical comparison purposes since it i.s Iikely to be mfluenced by

technological level of the firmo However, it was the only slze measurement avallable.




